In this study, a simple statistical method is developed to correct bias in the precipitation simulated by GCM20, an atmospheric general circulation model with 20 km spatial resolution developed by the Meteorological Research Institute. The method primarily aims to correct intensity of GCM20 daily precipitation samples to express both seasonal patterns and extreme values appropriately. The basic idea of the bias correction is to adjust the probability distribution of GCM20 daily precipitation to that of its observed counterparts. To examine the correction performance the proposed method is applied to the Yoshino River basin in Japan. The results show that it appropriately corrects the GCM20 bias in both monthly and extreme daily precipitation.
INTRODUCTION
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) reported that intensity and frequency of heavy precipitation will increase very likely under climate change 1) . This suggests that there is the high possibility that frequency and magnitude of flood disasters will also increase. It is an urgent matter that a quantitative assessment of changes in flood characteristics under climate change has to be addressed as such assessment is strongly requested by policy makers and river engineers for practical river basin management against increasing flood risk.
The projections given by the IPCC report were based on simulation results from several general circulation models (GCMs), and many studies have assessed changes of hydrological characteristics due to climate change by using those GCM outputs. The Meteorological Research Institute of Japan has developed an atmospheric general circulation model 2) 3) that covers the entire globe with an improved spatial resolution of roughly 20 km (GCM20). The model output is highly expected to serve for improving flood impact assessment. However, comparing GCM20 precipitation output with ground observation in the Yoshino River basin in Japan, Inomata et al. 4) found that the GCM20 output exhibits underestimation especially in heavy precipitation in wet season and shows discrepancies in seasonal patterns such as monthly precipitation with the observation. They concluded that hydrological simulation cannot reproduce actual river discharges if such simulation is directly based on GCM20 precipitation output.
On the other hand, Wood et al. 5) and Kiem et al. 6 ) took more straightforward statistical approaches which require less time and fewer data to correct GCM precipitation bias for the purpose of impact assessment of river flow such as monthly discharge. More specifically, to correct GCM precipitation output, Kiem et al. 6) sorted observed daily precipitation data for the study period month by month and ranked them in intensity for each month. In the same way, they also sorted GCM daily precipitation output data in both present climate condition (PCC) and future climate condition (FCC) to each month and ranked them respectively. Ratios were estimated between equally ranked GCM-PCC and -FCC data in each month as correction coefficient. Corrected future daily precipitation at a certain rank in a certain month was estimated by multiplying the observed precipitation at the same rank in the same month by the correction coefficient estimated for that rank. Inomata et al. 7) applied the method proposed by Kiem et al 6) to a Japanese River Basin to confirm its performance. Shibuo and Kanae 8) compared several bias correction methods to examine the bias-correction performance of each method especially in heavy precipitation. They applied the methods including those proposed by Wood et al. 5) and Kiem et al. 6) to correct the bias of precipitation output from a regional climate model (RCM). After the comparison, they suggested that the method by Wood et al. 5) sometimes under-corrects heavy precipitation and the method by Kiem et al. 6) could correct the bias over heavy precipitation moderately reflecting the information on quantitative changes in RCM-PCC and -FCC.
However there is the possibility that the method by Kiem et al. 6) is not necessarily appropriate to estimate corrected future extreme daily precipitation in some cases. Their method estimates correction coefficient even for extreme daily precipitation by comparing samples of observation, GCM-PCC and -FCC which are in advance sorted into each month. In this methodology, if the heaviest GCM-PCC sample in a certain month is not the heaviest among all the GCM-PCC samples while the heaviest GCM-FCC sample in the same month is the heaviest among all the GCM-FCC samples, the correction coefficient, which is obtained as the ratio between the two samples (GCM-FCC/-PCC), may be larger than it should be. On the contrary, if the heaviest GCM-PCC sample in a certain month is the heaviest among all the GCM-PCC samples while the heaviest GCM-FCC sample in the same month is not the heaviest among all the GCM-FCC samples, the correction coefficient estimated as the ratio between those two samples may be smaller than it should be. The correction coefficients for extreme samples should be estimated between GCM-PCC and -FCC in the same rank among all respective samples without sorting to each month.
Under this background, a simple and straightforward statistical bias correction method for GCM precipitation output should be developed to serve as a basis for flood impact assessment and the development of such a method is just the target of this study. It is necessary to propose a bias correction method for not only seasonal precipitation, which can be appropriately corrected by the method by Kiem et al. 6) , but also extreme precipitation without unreasonable correction described before. Thus, the proposed method primarily aimed to correct intensity of GCM20 daily precipitation samples to express both seasonal patterns and extreme values appropriately. In the next three sections, the paper describes first the data used in this study, followed by the algorithm of the developed method and its performance, and finally a summary of the study.
COMPUTED AND OBSERVED DATA (1) GCM data
This study used GCM20, developed by the Meteorological Research Institute, Japan 2) . GCM20 is an atmospheric general circulation model with a spatial resolution of roughly 20 km (a horizontal spectral truncation of TL959). A "time-slice" experiment was conducted for the simulation of GCM20, and two sets of 25 years' data were prepared for present (1980 to 2004, hereinafter called GCM20-PCC) and future (2075 to 2099, hereinafter called GCM20-FCC) climate conditions. The IPCC SRES A1B emission scenario was adopted for the future climate period. Daily precipitation for GCM20-PCC and GCM20-FCC was used in this study. Other details of GCM20 and experiments are described in Mizuta et al. 2) and Kitoh et al. 3) .
(2) Observed data
The method described in this paper is to obtain statistically corrected GCM20 precipitation output based on ground observed precipitation. For this purpose, the Yoshino River basin (catchment area: 3,750 km 2 ) in the Shikoku Region, Japan, was selected as the experimental basin in this study. Daily precipitation data collected from 1980 to 2004 at 11 stations in the basin were used as ground truth data. These are the stations of the Automated Meteorological Data Acquisition System (AMeDAS) network operated by the Japan Meteorological Agency.
(3) Generation of basin averaged daily precipitation for the Yoshino River basin
The observed basin averaged precipitation data of the Yoshino River basin were prepared by the Thiessen Polygon Method. The GCM20 basin averaged precipitation data were prepared by simply averaging the daily precipitation of GCM20 simulated over the Yoshino River basin. These two sets of data were used for the following analysis.
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METHOD (1) Basic Concept
The study primarily aimed at the development of a method to correct intensity of GCM20 daily precipitation samples to express both seasonal patterns and extreme values appropriately. In addition, the method was designed to make it easily applicable to any other river basins and areas regardless of size in the world where observed precipitation data are available. Satisfying these requirements, the proposed method is neither time consuming nor data demanding. In this sense, the methods developed by Wood et al. 5) and Kiem et al. 6) are conceptually the starting point of the method proposed in this study. As described in Introduction, both groups found a straightforward way to correct GCM bias with less time and fewer data requirements by simply relating GCM precipitation output with ground observation based on their relation in non-exceedence probability (NEP) of daily or monthly precipitation.
As described in Introduction, the method developed by Kiem et al. 6) may produce overestimated or underestimated future extreme daily precipitation in some cases. To avoid these estimations, correction coefficients that will be applied to extreme values should be determined by pairs of daily precipitations sampled from observation and GCM not sorted month by month but ranked in the entire study period respectively. In the method developed in this study, first, all daily precipitation samples of observation, GCM20-PCC and -FCC were ranked in each data group respectively, and samples with NEP ≥ 99.5% were regarded as extreme values. Ratios were then calculated between equally ranked observation and GCM20-PCC extremes which were used as correction coefficients for the extremes. The other samples with NEP < 99.5% were processed in the same manner as in Kiem et al. 6) , in which those samples are sorted month by month and correction coefficients are estimated from the ratios between equally ranked observation and GCM20-PCC data in each month.
(2) Flow of the bias correction method
The developed method processed the precipitation data in the following steps: 1. Daily precipitation samples of observation and those of GCM20-PCC in the entire study period were ranked, respectively, and samples with NEP ≥ 99.5% (i.e., 45 samples = 25 years * 365 days * 0.5%) were extracted from both datasets. 2. Ratios, i.e, correction coefficients, were calculated between equally ranked observation and GCM20-PCC extremes extracted in step 1 (Eq. 1). 3. Daily precipitation samples with NEP < 99.5% which were not extracted in step 1 were sorted and ranked month by month. Correction coefficients were calculated as ratios between equally ranked observation and GCM20-PCC for each month (Eq. 2). If an observed or GCM20 precipitation value was 0.0 mm/day, the coefficient was regarded as 0. 4. Assuming that the calculated coefficients in steps 2 and 3 would not change in FCC, corrected future precipitation was obtained by multiplying GCM20-FCC precipitation at each rank by the coefficient calculated for that rank (Eq. 3 and Eq. 4). 
Rank among all daily precipitation samples in the entire study period, i: Rank among daily precipitation samples in the same month in the entire study period, m: month, P_Obs I : Observation whose rank is I, GCM20_Pre I : GCM20-PCC precipitation whose rank is I, α I : Coefficient between P_Obs I and GCM20_Pre I , P_Obs m_i : Observation whose rank is i for month m, GCM20_Pre m_q : GCM20-PCC precipitation whose rank is i for month m, α m_i : Coefficient between P_Obs m_i and GCM20_Pre m_i , GCM20_Fut I : GCM20-FCC precipitation whose rank is I, P_Fut I : Corrected GCM20-FCC precipitation whose rank is I, GCM20_Fut m_i : GCM20-FCC precipitation whose rank is i for month m, P_Fut m_i : Corrected GCM20-FCC precipitation whose rank is i for month m (3) Number of precipitation samples regarded as extreme values In this study, samples with NEP ≥ 99.5% were regarded as extreme precipitation samples but it was also possible to select samples, for instance, with NEP ≥ 99.0% or 98.0% as extreme values in step 1. However, as described in Introduction, the current GCM20 output includes some physically unexplainable realizations. In the case of the Yoshino River basin, the model generally underestimates intense daily precipitation in wet season while sometimes overestimates daily I_249 precipitation in dry season. Because of that, the study found that the larger the number of extreme precipitation samples selected in step 1 (i.e., by lowering the NEP level from 99.5% to 99.0%, 98.0% ....), the more samples of GCM20 precipitation in dry season were selected into the set of extreme samples. With lower NEP levels, therefore, correction coefficients for extreme values are more likely to be estimated between observation in 'wet' season and GCM20-PCC in 'dry' season, which is physically unjustifiable. To avoid selecting GCM20 precipitation in dry season as extreme value as much as possible, the study defined extreme values as daily precipitation samples with NEP ≥ 99.5% (meaning about 2 extreme samples per year) by comparing the NEP distribution of extreme values of observation and GCM20-PCC in the Yoshino River basin. Overall, in the Yoshino River basin, the 99.5% criterion was found effective to avoid estimating correction coefficients from such physically unexplainable pairs. In addition, this level can also avoid overestimating correction of GCM20 precipitation in dry season by the correction coefficients estimated between GCM20-PCC and observation both in dry season.
Basically characteristics (in terms of intensity and occurrence season of heavy precipitation) of GCM20 precipitation output vary from area to area. In this sense, observation and GCM20 precipitation output should be compared in terms of intensity and occurrence season of heavy precipitation to determine the number of samples regarded as extreme values for areas of interest.
(4) Assumption on invariance of correction coefficients between PCC and FCC
This correction method assumes that estimated correction coefficients for PCC are invariant for FCC. To validate this assumption, estimated future precipitation corrected by the proposed method needs to be compared with observation in FCC. However, it is impossible to obtain future observation data, and thus complete validation is impossible. Even though such validation is impossible, it is still necessary to examine whether the assumption of invariance can be considered as reasonable or not. The strategy taken for this purpose was to compare GCM20-PCC with GCM20-FCC. If they differ little in terms of monthly precipitation, NEP distribution of daily precipitation for each month, and extreme values, this suggests that the correction coefficients may not differ much either and the assumption of invariance is valid, so that it is reasonable to apply them to FCC data for correction. On the other hand, if they differ greatly, this indicates that the physical and statistical characteristics of precipitation in the area of interest have changed and correction coefficients estimated for PCC between observation and GCM20-PCC precipitation may not be invariant for FCC. In this case, application of this correction method should be avoided.
RESULTS
In this section, the application result of the corrected method to the Yoshino River basin is described. Even if the method is applied to the GCM20-PCC, the correction results for GCM20-PCC are almost the same with observation, and it does not have an important sense as validation of the method. So, in this section, the quantitative change between original GCM20-PCC and -FCC is described first to confirm whether the proposed method is applicable or not. Then both the proposed method and the method by Kiem et al. 6) were also applied to correct the bias of GCM20-FCC to see the difference of the results. Hereinafter, for the comparison, the method proposed by Kiem et al. 6) and the proposed method in this study are referred to as the monthly distribution method (MDM) and the hybrid correction method (HCM), respectively.
(1) Comparison of GCM20 daily precipitation output between PCC and FCC It was examined that how much GCM20 precipitation outputs differ between PCC and FCC. If the difference is not much, it may be considered reasonable to assume that correction coefficients estimated between GCM20-PCC and observation may be invariant for FCC as described in 3. (4). According to the comparison results in terms of monthly precipitation, the relative difference between GCM20-PCC and -FCC for the 12 months ranges from 0.8% to 22.4% with an average of 7.4% (Fig.1) . Next, the daily precipitation samples of GCM20-PCC and FCC are sorted and ranked Fig.1 Monthly precipitation of GCM20-PCC and -FCC respectively for each month. Then the correlation between GCM20-PCC and FCC for each rank (rank correlation) of each month was also examined. Then the rank correlation in daily precipitation between the two for each month ranges from 0.94 to 0.99 with an average of 0.98. Concerning extreme samples (i.e., daily precipitation samples with NEP ≥ 99.5%), the rank correlation is 0.95 and the average relative difference between PCC and FCC for each corresponding rank is 6.7%. These GCM20 comparison results indicate that precipitation characteristics for this region do not differ greatly between PCC and FCC and thus correction coefficients estimated for PCC may not be much different in FCC and considered to be invariant. It means that the proposed method may be reasonably applicable in this study area. Fig.2 shows the monthly precipitation of observation-PCC and GCM20-FCC corrected by MDM and HCM. For example, HCM resulted that monthly precipitation of corrected GCM20-FCC for July is larger than that of observation by several percentages. This difference is almost the same with that between original GCM20-PCC and FCC shown in Fig.1 . This indicates that the proposed method corrected original GCM20-FCC properly, reflecting the information on quantitative changes indicated by GCM20-PCC and -FCC. The same qualitative results are obtained for the other months, too.
(2) Application results in FCC a) Application results in monthly precipitation
The discrepancy between the result by MDM and HCM is not very large in monthly precipitation. The relative difference between the results by MDM and HCM ranges from 0 to 9.9% with an average of 3.4%. Because the difference in the procedures of the two methods is just in how to process the daily precipitation samples with NEP ≥ 99.5%, the results in monthly precipitation, in which daily b) Application result in daily precipitation samples with NEP > 99.5% Fig.3 shows a NEP distribution of daily precipitation with NEP ≥ 99.5%. The distributions of GCM20-PCC and -FCC are almost identical except for a few samples in the upper tail. Those exceptional samples of GCM20-FCC show larger daily precipitation compared with those of GCM20-PCC. A comparison between observation and GCM20-FCC corrected by HCM shows a similar trend that was found between GCM20-PCC and -FCC. This indicates that the bias correction works appropriately not only for monthly precipitation but also for extreme values, reflecting the information on quantitative changes in GCM20-PCC and -FCC.
There are some discrepancies between MDM and HCM in Fig.3 especially for the daily precipitation samples which are ranked in top 5. Table 1 and Table 2 show the top-5 heaviest GCM20-FCC corrected by MDM and HCM respectively. They also show the daily precipitation of observation, GCM20-PCC and GCM20-FCC, their occurrence month and ratio between observation and GCM20-PCC (i.e., correction coefficient) for the top-5 samples. MDM estimated correction coefficients between observation and GCM20-PCC for each month, as described previously. Meanwhile, HCM estimated correction coefficients between observation and GCM20-PCC ranked in the entire study period respectively without grouping daily precipitation samples into each month. As a result, as shown in Table 2 , the correction coefficients are not necessarily estimated between the same months but estimated between the samples in different months. In this case, the relative difference between the corrected results of 
SUMMARY
In this study, a statistical bias correction method was proposed to correct GCM20 precipitation output to express both monthly and extreme daily precipitation appropriately. The method was applied to precipitation data collected over the Yoshino River basin in Japan and the results are compared with those by the method proposed by Kiem et al. 6) . The difference between the results by Kiem et al. 6) and the proposed method was not very large in monthly precipitation but it was confirmed that there is some difference for the top-5 heaviest precipitation, showing the average relative difference 10.8%. The proposed method differs from the method by Kiem et al. 6) only in how to process extreme daily precipitation samples. The method by Kiem et al. 6) corrects all of daily precipitation samples including extreme values after sorting all samples into each month. The authors proposed to correct extreme values without sorting samples into each month to avoid unreasonable correction, which may be caused by the method of Kiem et al. 6) . In that sense, the proposed method can be regarded as an improved method of Kiem et al. 6) . However, there is still room for discussion on the proposed method, for example, on how many daily precipitation samples may be regarded as extreme values or on the assumption on invariance of estimated correction coefficients. Further research is necessary on those points.
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